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THE PARATRIGONOMETRY AND SOME
OF ITS SPECIFIC SYMMETRIES

Malvina BAICA and Mircea cARDu
Abstract. In this paper the autho~ provide a systematisation 'of all nonconventional
trigonometries, other. than the Classical Trigonometry (Cn [7], considering that these are:
Quadratic Trigonometry (Qn [1], Polygonal Trigonometry (PT) [6], Transtrigonometry (TI)
[3], Infratrigonometry (In [4] and Ultratrigonometry (U1) [5]. We adopt this generic
denomination of Paratrigonometry. (pRn which includes these mentioned nonconvention,ai
trigonometries, as well as the ClassIcal (conventional) Trigonometry (CT).
,.
Also, we will analyse some symmetric situations for the functions which represent
ID.athe,Irultical modelling of the basic trigonometric figures o{ Paratrigonometry (as well as
'~Trigononietric circle" of CT, for example).
.
Keywords and phrases: Nonconventional trigonometries, .Paratrigonometry, Symmetric
functions.
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I. Introduction
In some of the authors previous papers, [3], [4], and· [5], there were analys~d the
"trigonometric" functions which are based on two fundamental relations common to aU
types of introduced trigonometries as such:

.
.Transtrigonometry (IT) [3];
Infratrigonometry (IT) [4];
.. Ultratrigonometry (UT) [5].
These two fundamental relations· could be written,jn a general form, as:
(1.1)
·Isprkalk +ICprklXlk = 1
(1.2)
tpra=tga
where 0 ~ k ~ 00. .
The index k define the "order" of the function which we will use in the sequel
[3]. To tpTa function we did not attach any index k. since the value of this function
~oes not depend on the value of k.
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For IT and UT cases (1< k ::; (0), BTFs fonn is of some rhombuses with
curved sides and concavity to the direction of the reference point 0, thus in an opposite
sense to the concavity of the rhombuses with curved sides In IT. At the limit, when k =
00, the. curvature of these ,sides becomes extreme, they fragments in the points A, B, C,
and D. In fj'gure 1, in this way, BTF for k ==oobecomes the square ABCD.
)n Consequence, it is to notice the fact that, from the BTFs point otview, the
form of these figures can bepart of two categories, namely: first, the one characteristic
to, IT and the second, characteristic to IT and UT. The limit between these two
categories is QT (k = 1) where BTF is the rhombus with straight sides (without
,
.
concavity) Q M N P . ·
In the second category, a special case is the characteristic "trigonometric
circle" .
, .
'
in CT (k == 2). .
Finally, we can say that, froin the point of view ofthe graphical representation,
of Sprka. and Cprka. functions, the border between these two dj~inct zones is the
trigonometric circle, and
the point of view of BTFs, tIie border betWeen the two
distinct zones is the trigometric rhombus with' the straight lines. in QT. The zone
between' these two borders characterized by I <.' k < 2,' we named it as
Trimstrigonometry (m [3]. ,
....
. ..
.
.
.
'
,
'For oUr analysis which we carry on , because of some reasons which we :will
explai~ in detail in the following chapter, we will have inour view as a guide the
trigonometric rhombus with straight sides (BTF in QT). This divjdesthe entire domain
0::; k::; 00 in two areas, namely: IT (0::; k < I) and respectiveiy IT (1 < k< 2) tog~ther
with UT (2 < k ::; 00), including CT (k = 2). We named these last two trigonom~tries
(TI and UT) together with the "Extnltrigonometry" (ET) which, regarding to FigUre 1,
,takes possession ofthe entire zone exterior to'the rhombus QMNP (k = 1).
Regarding Table I, we have to mention that the reasons for which we name the
trigonotn~tric rhombus ct as the "Paratrigonometi-ic mirror". will ,be explained' in
the ,next chapter. In this chapter we will analyse some noticed particularities' pf
symmetries regarding BTFs of PRT.

from

In Figure 2'
=.1, 1< k < 00 (ofE'
symbol 1C the order'
which we will soon

in

..

3. The basic trigonometric figures (BTFs) of Paratrigonometry and
their implicit characteristic equations
'
In Figure I, we represented the most important BTFs ofPRT, namely:
the Cross (k::: 0), the Trigonometric Rhombus with straight sid~s MNPQ
(k = 1)"
the Trigonometric Circle (k"'; 2) and the Trigonometric Square ABCD (k = 00). Also,
there are represented someofPTFs of IT (k';" 0.4 and k = 0,8), TT (k = 1.4) and UT (k
= 8).
.
From their analysis we observe two symmetries, namely:
a). The curve symmetry in relation with the two coordinate axis for a specific value of
k, which is found in one of the trigonometric quadrants;
b). The symmetry of a such curve situated "above" to the rhombus side QM (if we
refer to the first quadrant) with a corresponding curve from the space "bellow" the
respective side. In another way saying, BTFs from ET have symmetries in IT and
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conversely. The line QM is its own symmetry and aU other symmetries are related to
this one "like being a mirror. For this reason we named BTF for QT (k = 1) "The
Rhombus with paratrigonometric mirrors" (see Table 1), having in our view the fact
that eveIj'thing what we have said' before 'regarding to the frrst quadrant are vaJid for
the other (ll- IV) quadrants, also.
In order to analyse from the mathematical point of view these symmetries, we
apply to the fol'Iilula which represent the side in the fIrst quadrant - for simplicity - of

BTF.·

.

This fonnula was represented and explained in [3] and used in [4J and [5J and
it is valid for the entire domain 0 ~ k ~ ex> and thus it represents a fundamental formula
inPRT.'
It express the relation between the coordinates x and y of the system Ox - Oy in which
BTF is represented and has the fonn:
y = (1_lxlk)JIk
(3.1)

In Figure 2 there are represented the sides from the first quadrant of BTFs for k
=.1, 1< k < ex> (ofET domain) and 0 < JC < I (ofIT domain). We denoted by the Greek
symbol JC the order value of the function from IT (to distinct from k ofET) for a reason
which we will soori speak about it. .

1;
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(always positive in this quadrant) and the corresponding fonnulas can be written under
a simpler form:
y = (I_Xk)lllc
(3.3)
X = (I-{) lllc
(3.4)

In what follows, we will use fonnula (3.4) applied. in ET, ·as we have
mentioned before. On the other side, for IT $s fonnula will have the form:
y = (l_x")l!lt
(3.5)
To analyse the symmetry type mentioned at the point b) above, we consider
that the curves characterized by k and Ie ofF~gure 2 are symmetric with respect to the
line k = 1. In another \\.'ay said, the curve lC is the "mirror" image (with respect to k = 1)
of curve k, and conversely.
We denote the present coordinate of curve K with x and y, and the present
values of curve k with Xl and YI. We apply fonnulas (3.3) aDd (3.5) for the curves k
.
and K case. For curve k case w~ h a v e : '
. YI = (I_xkl)llk
. (3.6)
and for curve lC case, formula (3.5) is also .valid.
Referring to Figure 2, we can write XI = (I-x) and YI = (l-y). Introducing XI
and Yl in formula (3.6) in this way expressed as functions ofx and y and using fonnula
..
(3.5) to express y·as function ofx. we obtain the relation:
'.
1-[1-(l-xi']1IIc = (l_xjl/It
.
(3.7)
If we take logarithm of relation (3.7) we obtain the following banding formula
between lC and k:
.
lt
(3.8)
K= [In(l-:-x )] I A
where
A = In{l-[l-(l-xi']llk}
(3.9)
We see that from formula (3:8) we can not fmd lC explicitly. In other words,
formula (3.8) is implicitly given regarding lC (and alSQ k).
In any case,_t,he values of K and k characterise two symmetric curves in ETand
respectively in IT given the "mirror" having k = 1. If we symbolise the symmetry
"status" by "~im", we can write ~im k--+lC. Evidently, we can also write Lim lC-k, or
simply ~im k+-+tim 1C. .
.
.
.
Since K and k respectively can be find in an implicit form in the fonnula(3.8),
to determine lC as a function ofkwe proceed graphically as we will continue to show.
On the left side of the equality sign in formula (3.8) we replace K by z. In this
way we will obtain the following formula which express z as a function of lC:
z = [In(l-xj] I A
(3.1 0)
where A is given by fonnula (3.9).
In this way z = z(lC) have both parameters k and 1(. Giving various values for k
(in the domairi 1 < k < (0) and for x (in the domain 0 < x < 1) we obtain various curves
representing Z = z(lC), as it can be seen in the Figure 3.
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If for a certain value of k we live two. values for x, the curves ofthe function
z(lC) intersect in a point whose coordinates represent ·the~olution of the problem,
namely z. = lC. In Figure 3, M is a such point which represent the ,intersection of the
curves z(lC) for k = 2 and for the value~ ofx = 0.5 aild x = 0.2 respectively. The result is
lC =; 0.56. Thus w~ can write:
.
.
:Eim (k = 2)+-+:Eirn (lC = 0.56)

:itly: In other words,
(3.11) .
mc curves in ETand
bolise the symmetry
) write EimlC-k, or
in the formula (3.8),
continue to show.
:place lC by z. In this
:tion oflC:

various values for k
btain various curves

Any other curve of the fi,1Dction 7£lC) for k = 2 corresponding other values ofx
will pass through the point M. This is because for any value of x the curve for lC of
Figure 2 is symmetric with respect to the "mirror" k = 1; of the curve characterised by
k. Evident1y,th~ converse is valid also, as it is shown by formula (3.11)., .
In Figure 3 we see that the point M is on the line OM which represents. the
bisector of the right angle formed by the coordinate axis Ox - Oy. In fact the equation
of this line is evenz =.: z(lC). The intersection ofth\s line with other curves, for various
values ofk (see Figure 3), will give the solutions for Eim k-+lC.

4. The semiempirical equation for the basic sy~metric figures from
Paratrigonometry
•With· values for 1C = I:im k, from Figure 3, we construct the curve lC:= <p(k)
represented in Figure 4.
.
.
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5. Conclusion
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Fig.4
We see that, if considering ail another system of coordinates than th~ system
with axis Ok  Ole, namely Ok'",: OK', the curve mentioned-before will have a'form of
the type representing exponential functions of the form:
k'= C.e LIC• (4.1)
.
In order to have this function (4.1) expressed in the K and k coordinates we
replace K' and k' byK'= (l-K) and k'= (l-k).
After making these substitutions, we apply again logarithm to the relation (4.1)
and _going the necessary operations for simplification we arrive to the following
fonnula:
.
(4.2)
K= e-[ln(k-l)] / a
By trying some values for constants e and a, and comparing the resulting
values from forniula (4.2) with those of Figure 4, we obtain e =: 0.56 and a == 6. With
these values, fonnura (4.2) becomes:
.
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This formula (4.3) represents, with a high precision degree, this function'K-=
cp(k) f<,>r the values ofk in the domain 1.075 < k < 10. - 
Formula (4.3) is not applicable for k = 1, but returning to formula (3.10) we
conclude that for k ~ 1 introduced in formula (3.8) we have Z == Konly i f K = I. That
is
.
K
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3. The repre
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This last relation represents the mathematical expression of the "mirror" in the
Paratrigonometry.
For the extreme cases marked by valuesk =: 0 and -respectively k = 00 we apply
the results of [4] an~ [5] mentioned before. Thus, in [4] we proved that, in IT, for k = 0
(now deno~ed K = 0), the BTF is the Cross (OQ - OM - ON - OP of Figure 1), and in
[5] we~proved that, in UT, for k = 00, theBTF is the square ABCD of Figure 1.

4. Thereprf
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From the geometrical point of view it can be seen in Figure 1 that the Cross
OQ - OM - ON - OP is symmetric to the square ABCD, in relation with the
paratrigonometric rhombus of the mirrors. The same thing we can see in Figure 2,
referring to the first quadrant. Using the above symbols, this thing can be expressed as:
l:im(k = <X>)+-+l:im(1e = 0)
Again from the analysis of formula (4.3) we can see that for k = 2 we obtain Ie
= 0.56 as we shown in the previous ~hapter and we have found it using relation (3.11).

-
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5.1. All the "Trigonometries'; which we analysed in the previous papers [2],
[3],[4],[5] and [6] together with the Quadratic Trigonometry (QT) [1] and the Classical
Trigonometry (CT) [7] can be comprised in the notion of the Paratrigonometry (PRn
developed in chapter 2 of this paper.
The PRT structure and its relation with all the others trigonometries is given
inTable1.The basic relations from PRT, (1.1) and (1.2) can be ilpplied in the case of all
mentioned trigonometries, distinguishing themselves by the values for the "order" k.
This is also mentioned in Table 1, where we point out another classification
elements, namely the Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs), as could be the
Trigonometric circle in CT, Trigonometric rhombus with straight sides in QT etc.
5.2. Regarding BTFs, in PRT we established some BTFs symmetries, such these'
with 1 <.k :$ <X> and BTFs from the
among BTFs from the Extratrigonometry
Infratrigonometry (IT) with 0 :$ k < 1 in relation with the "Paratrigonometric mirror" of
QT with k = I amply analysed in chapters 3 and 4.
.
Thus, in chapter 3 we established a seiniempiric explicite equation for the
respective symmetri~s. For a better expression of these symmetries, in IT case the
order of the trigonometric functions was denoted by K and the k notation was reserved
for ET. We introduced the symbol ''l:im'', and the symmetry between a BTFfrom ET
(of order k) and a corresponding BTF of that from ET of order. K from IT, was denoted
by l:im k+-+l:im K, the sign +-+ indicating the respective relation reciprocally.

(En

The list of figures and tables
Figures
I. The Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) aspect in the entire Paratrigonometric
<Pn domain (0 :$ k :$ 00). .
2. Symmetric BTFs given the mirror k = 1, represented in the first quadrant.
3. The representation of the function z(K) for x = 0.5 (in the case k
x = 0.2) hav~g as parameter distinct values for k.
4. The representation offunction K = cp(k).
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.Table '
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1. The Parap-igonometry (pRT) structure

The name of PRT
structure
;

..

,

lnfratrigonometry (IT)
Quadratic Trigonometry .
(QT)
Transtrigonometry (IT)* *
Clasical trigonometry .
,

(CT)·.

Ultratrigonometry (UT)

,.

•

Theval~e

domain ot,. the
.
orderk ,"

The category
as part of PRT

BTFform
Rhombus with curves sides and the
con.cavity opposite to the reference 0*
Rhombus with straight sides
(Rhombus with ."Panitrlgonometric
. mirrors")
,
..
,

O~k<l

k=l
1<k<2
k=2

lnfratrigonomet
ry (IT)
Quadratic
Trigonometry
(QT)

Rhombus with curves sides and the
concavity towards the reference 0*

Extratrigonomet
ry (ET)

Trigonometric circle

2<k~lXl

The generic
denomination

Paratrigonometr
y (PRT)
O~k:slXl

l<k~lXl

Rhombuses with. curved sides and the
concavity towards the reference 0*

* The coordinate system Ox -

Oy origine
** Polygonal Trigonometry (PT) isrefered to the domain 1 < k < 2, but k is variable in function of the sides
'
number in the Trigonometric Polygon
,;
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